
DRY STEAM CLEANERS & SANITATION SYSTEMS



The complete system for cleaning and sanitizing 
critical food and beverage production systems. 
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See more products and accessories on www.goodway.com



HOW WE WORK
We consult directly with you and demonstrate our products. We then develop a 
customized solution to your needs and prove it will work.

OUR SOLUTIONS
The most advanced surface cleaning and sanitation solutions in the market.

OUR PROMISE
We deliver the best after sales service in the industry.
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DRY STEAM    CLEANERS

GVC-18000
Our most popular steam cleaner is ideal for most manual deep 
cleaning and sanitizing applications in food production plants. The 
low 5% moisture content lends itself to cleaning around sensitive
electrical components and in dry clean areas. At 290°F, the dry 
steam melts away fats and sugars, and kills bacteria and other
microorganisms on contact. Multiple cleaning tools are perfect for 
all of your flat surfaces as well as the cracks and crevices that are 
often ideal for the growth of bacteria and mold.
HEATING POWER: 18kW
STEAM PRODUCTION: 59 lbs/hr
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GVC-36000
We’ve paired the convenience of mobility with the power one would 
expect from a stationary unit. Take on virtually any large scale cleaning 
project with nearly 0.25 gallons of dry saturated steam per minute.
HEATING POWER: 36kW
STEAM PRODUCTION: 118 lbs/hr

GVC-72000
The GVC-72000 is a 72KW heavy-duty dry steam cleaner that provides the 
ultimate in cleaning for your facility. It supports 1-2 hoses, can run multiple 
belt cleaning attachments simultaneously and is completely customizable.
HEATING POWER: 72kW
STEAM PRODUCTION: 265 lbs/hr
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ACCESSORIES   COLOR-CODED BRUSHES    

93-BRUSH
We offer a variety of brushes, including our color coded brush system. These brushes are made 
with FDA approved materials and come in a variety of bright colors. Using our color coded 
brushes prevents cross contamination, ensures food safety and eliminates concerns of foreign 
material entering your product stream.

BRUSH COLORS

WHITE GREEN BLUE RED YELLOW BLACK
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APPLICATION DRIVEN STEAM TOOLS

93-KIT0934 SPINNER
93-KIT0934 spinner allows for cleaning of floors in hard to reach areas, where 
water use has to be minimized.

93-KIT0935 DRAIN TOOL
93-KIT0935 drain tool is placed over a drain to raise the 
temperature inside and sanitize the drain.

93-KIT0936 SCRAPER
93-KIT0936 scraper combines the power of steam with a scraper 
attachment for the most aggressive cleaning.



DRY STEAM    BELT CLEANING SYSTEMS
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PORTABLE BRUSH/BRUSHLESS SYSTEM
Reduce cleaning time, remove allergens, and extend production time. Unique belt cleaning
system cleans flat, solid belts in place automatically with dry steam and vacuum extraction,
leaving belts clean, dry, sanitized and allergen free.
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DRY STEAM    BELT CLEANING SYSTEMS
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FIXED BRUSH/BRUSHLESS SYSTEM
Effortlessly clean and sanitize flat, solid belts continuously during production. Safe, robust and
hygienic design which can be turned on to clean, sanitize and remove allergens any time 24/7.
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DRY STEAM    BELT CLEANING SYSTEMS
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PORTABLE JET SYSTEM
Clean and sanitize open mesh belts in dry environments, without removing the belt. Perfect for 
areas where wet cleaning has to be avoided, such as post bake bread production. No drying time 
required and no wastewater generated.



VACUUM    INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SYSTEMS
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HIGH PERFORMANCE VACUUMS
Maximize cleaning productivity and keep people cleaning without downtime, plus prevent cross-
contamination, shorten cleaning times and ensure worker safety. Goodway high performance 
vacuums feature a roll-out collection drum and external filter shaker, superior suction, color coded 
vacuum tools, superior two stage HEPA filtration and extra large pocket filter. Our explosion proof 
offerings include complete electrical grounding and UL explosion proof rating.
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VACUUM    INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SYSTEMS

DV-3-SSH
Ideal for the dry food processing industry, the DV-3-SSH stainless steel 
HEPA vacuum features three heavy-duty motors, delivering an airflow 
of 286 CFM and 81” of static water lift. Vacuumed dry debris passes 
first through a 3 micron efficient polyester pocket filter with expanded 
surface area and then through a HEPA certified 0.3 micron cartridge filter. 
It is the perfect choice for the recovery of fine dry material like whey, 
cheese, flour, sugar, tea and coffee dust.

ELECTRIC
STAINLESS STEEL
14 GALLONS
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DV-AV9-EX
Facilities with cleaning needs in explosive environments can depend   
on the compact DV-AV9-EX to safely get the job done. This UL Certified   
air-powered vacuum cleaner is fitted with a HEPA filter for capturing  
99.99% of particles down to 0.3 micron and a 1-micron anti-static pocket 
pre-filter. The DV-AV9-EX external filter shaker, on-board tool storage 
basket and detachable tank completes its features.

AIR POWERED
STAINLESS STEEL 
9 GALLONS



BIOSPRAY®    SURFACE SANITATION SYSTEM
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BIOSPRAY® 
The BIOSPRAY surface sanitation system from Goodway 
Technologies is a patented, portable system for faster, 
safer and more efficient sanitizing in your dry food 
production environment. The cordless BIOSPRAY system 
uses an advanced CO2 delivery technology to safely 
apply BioSpray D2 food contact surface rated sanitizer in a 
continuous, fine spray. No power is ever needed! 

SAFE FOR WATER SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT 
KILLS 99.999% OF BACTERIA
NO-RINSE, FAST DRYING FORMULA

BioSpray D2 surface sanitizer is NSF listed and EPA registered.NSF 
APPROVED

PORTABLE SYSTEM  
FOR SANITATION
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